
COST AVOIDANCE
“The biggest driver for businesses to start consolidating 
and managing travel is the bottom line.”

MANAGEMENT CONTROLS
“Managed travel programs automate the travel process 
from the point of reservation to the paying of expenses.”

SECURITY AND SAFETY
“Businesses need to know where employees are at any given time, 
and specifically to help manage risks in the midst of a potential crisis.”

WHY USE A TRAVEL MANAGEMENT COMPANY?

–David Wardell, among the country's foremost experts in travel MIS, applied computer 
technology, systems strategy, computer-based analysis, and practical software development.

“In the real world, TMC experience and expertise can shorten the 
path to correct decisions and avoid the wreckage from bad ones. 
While it's not impossible to clean-up problems after the fact, it is 

typically more difficult and expensive—as anyone with experience at 
a subscription-based 24-hour travel support service could tell you.”

PREFERRED PARTNERSHIPS AND RATES
“By routing all reservations through a centralized agency or TMC, businesses 
—even small ones— are better able to get a complete picture of their travel spending.”

4 Reasons for Organizations to Start a Managed Travel Program 

FOX MAKES IT EASY
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The ability to plan, book and pay for a trip across the world from your 
mobile phone changed the travel industry forever. But these leisure travel 
tools aren’t necessarily a fit for corporate travel. Travel Management 
Companies offer today’s business travelers consolidated online and mobile 
tools to easily book and track air, car and hotel reservations, combined with 
the personal support of experienced travel counselors when things don’t go 
as planned...and that happens a lot in business travel. 
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DOLLAR COUNTS

For EVERY DOLLAR invested in 

business travel, an average of $12.50 is 

realized in additional revenue and $3.80 
in NEW PROFIT.

That takes a managed approach.
Source: Oxford Economics’ Return on Investment of US Business Travel

from Inc. Magazine
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